
2132 – Clay Pipe – 27/10 19 

Hares today are BJ and Dribbler. I know Saturday was a bad day (weather wise, but good Rugby 
wise) but we have the BJ clan. So great opportunity to lay the trail with the baby generation using 
Rusk power. Come Lately could jog along with Pole Dancer passing rusk to the wee one, so 
he/she (its a baby) can throw out the debris for us runners to follow. 

Does this happen? No. Great chance for creativity missed, improvisation is dead! 

Never mind, its week five without a K9 trial, also we are without K9, where is he? 

In his place we have Ram; I broke a rib laughing too much, Swinger and Upstart who have a new 
puppy; which they left behind, uncared for with an abandoned daughter to boot! 

This is good. What’s bad is they all ran off, this is running; not jogging, up the road looking for the 
trail. 

Some of us are still struggling with their phones, trying to get the measuring equipment 
energised. This necessitated a rapid, well for the over 60s it was, acceleration up the road. Good 
point, it was flat, bad point, we had to pay attention to not get run over by petrol. 

Follow the footpath towards Farmer Palmers and strike left. R, S and U are way in the distance, 
followed way behind by Wurzle and a newbie. This is turning into a run, not a Hash. A mile down 
the road, we draw breath. With TPs help we decipher hieroglyphs that mean the mega runners 
are on the mini. We, go right for the Main. We’re back at the front without suffering a heart attack 
following the youngsters and Ram. Still looking for the first check we are just running straight on. 
Youngsters overtake us and run up hill. followed by us for awhile but there’s no dust. Backtrack 
down hill to find Hare and a very faint check. Yet another chance to keep ahead of the speedies. 
Into the forest, we appear to just be following the main paths. We try going off piste but its the 
main track every time. 

There was a warning about main roads, so we must be aiming towards Sandford. 

We meet up with the Mini and a distraught Shitzou complaining we lost her little charge in bright 
yellow trousers. We hadn’t, Lemon Tart had control, but this was not good enough. So we did all 
we could to calm her which meant we just kept running. 

Keep following the main paths and out into the housing estate. TP confirms we are on track, so 
Wurzle and I follow to the main road. 

Obvious route would be across road, turn left to Admiralty and back to pub. 

No sign of S, U and R so TP, W and I aim for the roundabout for the main path to Holton Heath. 
No dust until boundary fence, but then we are off. 

Still no sight nor sound of anyone else so we motor on into the pub car park. Six and a half mile 
in double quick time we are looking forward to a drink. 

Try to relax as I get changed but that’s difficult as LT insists on coughing 

her lungs up. All together - There once was a woman who swallowed a fly etc etc. 

Busy pub car park, so who goes out for a carver dragging a horse box with them. No surprise, no 
space, no parking space. 

Get an order in for two coffees and a beer for just £6. Bargain. 

So, awful trail laying weather yesterday, bright and sunny today, returning fast runners (who we 
lost), record breaking return time, no rusks on trail, only one check, “straight on” and a strange 
white fluffy ball that Matalan calls a dog. 

So what did you think :) 

 


